
Exam question - Kinematics 

Using the lecture on kinematics and the literature, discuss methodological considerations when 

collecting kinematic data. Discuss the different types equipment that can be used to collect 

kinematic data, and the strengths and limitations of the different approaches.  

Sensorveiledning til hjemmeeksamen: 

The exam requires writing an essay. 

The answer should address at least five of the following factors affecting the collection of kinematic 

data: 

- type of hardware used  

- 2D and 3D  

- choice of kinematic model and anthropometric data 

- identification of anatomic landmarks 

- sampling frequency 

- potential noise sources and signal treatment 

- selection of variable of interest 

 

  



Exam question - Kinetics 

Using the lecture on kinetics and the literature, discuss the interpretation of key kinetic variables 

measured in biomechanical research. Variables may include ground reaction forces and variables 

obtained through inverse dynamics. Discuss the methodological limitations of the approaches 

considered.  

Sensorveiledning til hjemmeeksamen: 

The exam requires writing an essay. 

The answer should address at least five of the following factors related to the use of inverse 

dynamics in biomechanical research: 

- type of hardware used 

- 2D and 3D  

- choice of kinematic model and anthropometric data 

- potential noise sources and signal treatment 

- selection of variable of interest 

- sampling frequency 

- interpretation of results 

 

 

  



Exam question - musculoskeletal modelling 

Using the lecture on musculoskeletal modelling and the literature, discuss how modelling can be 

used to advance our understanding of human movement. Consider the strengths and limitations of 

specific modelling approaches.  

Sensorveiledning til hjemmeeksamen: 

The exam requires writing an essay. 

The answer should address at least four of the following factors related to the use of 

musculoskeletal modelling in biomechanical research: 

- which research questions the model is designed to address 

- model parameters and assumptions 

- limitations of the model  

- inputs to the model (experimental and from literature) 

- model evaluation or validation  

- interpretation of the results 

- implications of the results  



Exam question – Muscle mechanics: 

Using the lecture and the literature, explain how force production in lower limb muscles during 

running can be estimated. 

 

Sensorveiledning til hjemmeeksamen: 

The exam requires writing an essay. 

The answer should be based on the concept of force potential estimation with Hill-based models. It 

should address: 

- Activation level 

- Operating fibre length & active/passive force-length relation 

- Operating velocity & force-velocity relation 

- Fibre type composition 

The answer should also integrate the determinants of the moment of force and mention possible 
ways to measure or estimate each variable. 
  



Exam question  - Electromyography: 
Using the lecture on electromyography (EMG) and the literature, discuss methodological aspects of 
surface EMG data collection. Your answer should address the biological basis of EMG, important 
factors that influence surface EMG signals, the EMG-force relationship, typical EMG outcomes 
measures used in biomechanics and human movement science and methodological limitations. 
 
Sensorveiledning til hjemmeeksamen: 
The exam requires writing an essay. 
 
The answer should address  
 

• basic knowledge about surface electromyography (EMG). 

• the biological basis of the EMG signal and reflect that the student understand that it is the 
motor unit action potentials (MUAPs) the electrodes detect and that the skin/ tissue 
properties and muscle geometry affect the quality, shape and duration of the signals.  

• conventional, bipolar surface EMG configuration, reference electrode, skin 
preparation/impedance. 

• the EMG-force relationship and factors that influences this; e.g. length-tension, force-
velocity, recruitment pattern, fatigue.  

• outcomes in relation to e.g.: muscle fatigue (changes in amplitude + mean/median power 
frequency) and/or human movement pattern/strategies – activity (%EMGmax), timing, co-
activation. 

 
 
The answer should include limitations that influences the EMG signal and have implication for the 
interpretation of various outcomes: normalization, EMG-force relationship, noise, cross-talk. 
Excellent answers will include phenomena such as synchronisation and cancellation. 
 


